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Much attention has been paid to the subject of
grading both coins and paper money over the last two or
three years. Tempers flare and voices grow shrill over
the proper application of "Gem", "Superb", "Select",
"Choice", and so forth, when collectors try to properly
describe the many different "shades" of the
"uncirculated" state of preservation. In some areas of
paper money, however, it is obvious that the focus is on
the wrong end of the spectrum! Most articles and
scholarly considerations on the subject of grading stop
at the grade of "Good" or "Poor". Many relegate notes of
lesser grades to the "non-collectable" scrap heap.

As collectors of obsolete notes and scrip, colonials,
and other areas know, sometimes the best obtainable
condition does not even approach "Good". The reasons
for this situation are many, but certainly include such
things as:

—the passage of time since original issue. The rava-
ges of -fire, flood, burial, and various vermin over
the last 150 to 200 years have had, and will con-
tinue to have, a negative impact on the survival
rate of paper money.

—the contemporary perception of worthlessness. This
is better known as the "Wallpaper Syndrome".
Many different kinds of paper money lost their
value completely after banking collapses, repu-
diation, and other similar disasters. Thus those
who were unfortunate enough to get stuck with
such valueless notes had no real reason to save or
preserve them. Colonial notes and "broken bank"
notes were, for example, used for such diverse pur-
poses as bandages (hence the term "shinplas-
ters"), wallpaper, and shoe sole patching mater-
ials. A vast amount was unceremoniously thrown
out as just so much scrap paper. Only the "lucky"
specimens have survived to the present day in
any kind of condition.

—rarity. Many kinds of paper money were issued in
small quantities to begin with. Obsolete notes, for
example, were more often than not issued by
small private institutions, or even by individuals,

who were of limited financial means. This, com-
bined with the turbulent and violent financial
climate of the nineteenth century, frequently led
to swift and complete failure of such firms. While
remainder notes have often survived in uncircu-
lated condition, issued notes seldom were as
lucky.

Now that we have examined why some types of paper
money are usually found in poorer overall condition
than, say, U. S. type notes, we need to next determine
what has been done in terms of grading such material.
The definitive, in fact only, article on the subject of
grading "rags" was done by fellow SPMC member
Robert Raby in the June 10, 1981 issue of Coin World. In
this article, Bob suggests a combination numeric and
descriptive grading system.

Numerical Scale
*BS-0
BS-20
BS-30
BS-40
BS-50
BS-60
BS-65
BS-70

*BS = Bureau State

Grade
Treasury or Fed destroys
Average Poor (AP)
Good Poor (GP)
Very Poor (VP)
Extra Poor (XP)
Horrible (H)
Super Horrible (SH)
None Extant

Bob's concept is to follow the folks who collect those
metallic round things that go "clank" and assign a
numeric grade to each note. Thus, a BS-63.675 note
would be described as borderline Super Horrible, a BS-
45.5 note as Very Poor Plus, and so forth. Such technical
considerations as the amount of wear, circulation, lack
of crispness, stains, splits, heavy folds, and "overall
crumminess" are to be taken into consideration in
assigning these grades.

Bob suggests BS-0 as the base grade. This
corresponds to the condition which prompts a note to be
withdrawn from circulation. As notes pick up more
demerits from this level, they progress to the next BS
level. At the time Bob wrote this article, he urged SPMC
to consider the adoption of this system. After due
consideration, I believe that the Raby BS System
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(hereafter noted as RBSS) builds a base for a grading
system but needs some refinements. First of all, the
RBSS incorporates eight separate grades and also
allows for intermediate grades. This tends to make the
whole process of grading a "pseudoscientific" exercise.
Minute differences in wretchedness will swing a note
one or two grades and what is bought as a BS-50 (Extra
Poor) may be bought back by the unscrupulous as a BS-
60 (Horrible). There must be sufficient differences
between grades to make them easily discernible from
each other!

The second major problem with the RBSS is that no
guidelines are given for each grade. Direction must be
given in how to apply any grading scheme. With these
two things in mind, I would like to offer for your
comment and criticism the Wolka Wretched System
(hereafter referred to as WWS) for grading "well
circulated" material. The WWS consists of only five
descriptive, grades:

Grade 	 Abbreviation
TACKY 	 T
WRETCHED 	 W
VERY WRETCHED 	 VW

EXTREMELY WRETCHED 	 XW
GEM WRETCHED 	 GW

No intermediate grades would be sanctioned. It is
important to keep in mind that soiling, folds, creases,
and minor tears are not considered in using the WWS.
Since all of these grades fall below "Poor", it is assumed
that the usual evils of extensive circulation are common
to all n otes considered. These fall into four easily
understood categories: Repairs, Tears, Stains, and
Missing Parts. Great care has been taken to assure that
the grading standards are open to the smallest amount
of subjective opinion. It is thus hoped that few disputes
will be caused by the use of this system. In order to use
the WWS system, you look at the note, make a few
simple measurements, add up the points, and "what you
gets is what you gets"! Let's look at the basic elements of
the WWS:

Point Values: 	 Points Awarded
Repairs-

-None 	  0
-Stamp Hinges (Points PER HINGE) 	  2
-Mended or Scotch Tape )Points PER INCH) 	  10
-Scotch Tape WITH Bleed Through

(Points PER INCH) 	  20
-Restorations Using Parts of Other Notes (Points

PER RESTORATION) 	  25
-Backing Using Foreign Materials such as Newspaper

Clippings, etc. 	  25
Tears (NOTE: If repaired, Use Repair Points)-

-Less than 1" 	  0
-1" to 2" 	  25
-2" to 4" 	  50
-More than 4" 	  75
-Note Completely Separated 	  100

Stains (Must Cover at Least One Square Inch)-
-None 	  0
-Tan (1) -Design Features Visible 	  15
-Dark Brown (2) -Design Features Visible 	  20
-Black - Design Obliterated 	  35
-Translucent (Such as Tape Bleed Through) 	  75
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NOTES:
(1) Color Equivalent to Sherwin Williams #696 House Paint
(2) Color Equivalent to Sherwin Williams #709 House Paint

Missing Note Parts (Include Cancellations)-
-0% Missing
-1 to 10% Missing 	
-11% to 20% Missing 	
-21% to 35% Missing 	
-Over 35% Missing 	
-Not Enough of the Note Remains to be Sure

Materials Required:
-One 100 watt lamp. Some of the new "invisible tape" pro-

ducts are hard to spot.
-One yardstick. Remember? Some points are awarded PER

INCH!
-One Sherwin Williams Exterior House Paint Color Guide.

This is available at most hardware stores and is required to
diagnose stain coloration.

-One high school geometry book. This will be helpful in deter-
mining the area of missing sections of notes. When was the
last time you calculated the area of an obtuse triangle or a
truncated polygon??

Grade Point Levels:

Grade 	 Total Points Awarded
TACKY
	

(3) 10 - 25
WRETCHED
	

26 - 40
VERY WRETCHED 	 41 - 55
EXTREMELY WRETCHED

	
56 - 80

GEM WRETCHED 	 •80+
NOTES: (3) Notes receiving less than 10 points are automa-

tically graded as "Poor"

The three illustrations accompanying this article
have been graded using the WWS methods. So that you
get a feel for how the system is applied, the following
commentaries are provided for your study:

Figure 1 is a $1 issue of the Bank of Jeffersonville,
Jeffersonville, Indiana. The note grades a respectable Very
Wretched. This grade was achieved as the result of the
following point awards:

Tears- 	 25 (superb 1.875" center tear-
unrepaired)

Stains- 	 15 (light tan staining evident)
Parts Missing- 	 10 (more than 1% but less than

10% missing)
50 total points

This note is only .125" away from scoring 50 points in the
tears category. Had this been the case, the note would have just
made it into the Extremely Wretched category. Because the
standards are straight forward, even such borderline notes are
easy to grade.

Figure 2 is a $2 issue on the Bank of Salem, Salem, Indiana.
This note is a solid Extremely Wretched example. Here is how
the points stacked up:

Tears- 	 25 (1.500" tear - unrepaired)
Stains- 	 15 (light tan staining evident)
Parts Missing- 	 35 (12% of the note is missing)

75 total points

Figure 3 is a $1 issue of the Elkhart County Bank, Goshen,
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Indiana. This is a breathtaking (?) Gem Wretched specimen.
The note has a lot of things going for it — repairs, stains,
missing parts, and so forth. It scores heavily in three
categories. This note embodies the very rare use of a Toledo
Mud Hens box score newspaper clipping as backing material.
The date of this restoration can be fixed as June 23, 1904, the
day which the box score appeared in the morning edition of the
Toledo Blade newspaper. Here is how the scoring went (on the
note, not the Mud Hens!)-

Repairs- 	 31 (three hinge repairs @2 each,
Backing @25)

Stains- 	 20 (dark brown stains)
Parts Missing-	 50 (23% of the note is missing)

101 total points

While a point could be made that there is not enough of this
note remaining to determine how much is missing, it makes no
difference since the note slides comfortably into the filth of the
Gem Wretched category.

Having now provided this invaluable (valueless?)
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contribution to the general case of tumult and shouting
regarding the subject of grading, I await its general use
by you, my fellow paper money collectors. Let's get the
scientific approach established before it's too late.
Perhaps we could even conduct a contest to discover the
"World's Worst Known Note"?

EPILOGUE

With apologies to coin collectors (I was only kidding
about the "round metallic things that go clank"), the
Toledo Mud Hens professional baseball team, and the
Toledo Blade newspaper, I hope that this little bit of
satire will give you pause for thought. Grading
currently seems to be a problem in the field of coin
collecting and is starting to become one in paper money.
Careful, thoughtful consideration needs to be given to
how to deal with the situation.

****************************************

ANNUAL
BUDGET

CITY OF COVINA

HISTORICAL NOTE. U.S. NetIon•I currency loaned et Covina SO yeer•

SPMC Governor Charles Coluer, who is also mayor of the city of Covina,
California, was undoubtedly instrumental in the design of that community's 1982-
1983 annual budget. It features a 91/4 x 4 inch illustration of a First National Bank of
Covina $10 note.

****************************************
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